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Names of the components

Tray upon the door
Display control

panel

Glass shelf

Leg  leveler

Lower drawer

Folding
top cover

Please go through this manual before use.
Thank you for purchasing our products.

Attention:
* Please understand the safety instructions before use.
* Please keep this manual well after reading it for further reference.
* Notice will not be given if this manual is altered due to product
improvement.

Warning
1. WARNING Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in
the built-in structure, clear of obstruction.
2. WARNING Do not use mechanical devices or other means to
accelerate the defrosting process, other than those recommended by the
manufacturer.
3.     WARNING  Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.
4. WARNING Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage
compartments of the appliance, unless they are of the type recommended by
the manufacturer.
5. The appliance has to be unplugged after use and before carrying out
user maintenance on the appliance.
6. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children)
with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience
and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
7. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
8. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer,
its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
9. Please abandon the refrigerator-freezer according to local regulators for it
use flammable blowing gas and refrigerant.
10.  Disconnect the power supply before replacing the lamp.
11. Please according to local regulations regarding disposal of the
appliance for its flammable refrigerant and blowing gas. Before you scrap
the appliance, please take off the doors to prevent children trapped.

Apologizing for some features and accessories of the refrigerator you
brought might not accord with the illustrations, refer to the packing list in
the refrigerator please.

Freezer drawer

Freezer drawer

Freezer drawer

Note: remove folding top cover, tray upon the door, ice-makere, ice-collection box
and refrigerating drawer according to graphic expression to get more space,
and that will not affect the normal functions of the product.
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Preparation before using
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Placement

New refrigerator

Transportation and placement of the refrigerator
Transportation

Warning Attention
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Correct application of the refrigerator

Ensure that the refrigerator is placed correctly and stably.
Be aware of all safety matters needing attention.

After connecting electricity, it will enter into ex-factory state.

1.Connect the electricity

2.Put food into the refrigerator 

 Except the solutions recommended by the manufacturer, do not use mechanical
equipment or other means to accelerate defrosting.

 Except the types recommended by the manufacturer, do not use electrical appliance
inside food closet.
The refrigerator is provided with R600a refrigerant and cyclopentane foaming
material, and both are combustible materials. Obsolete refrigerator should be
isolated from fire and combustion treatment is forbidden.

foam pads and gummed paper inside;
 Use warm and wet cleaning cloth to wipe the refrigerator's interior and exterior (add a 
little detergent in the warm water and use clean water to clean up);

 Prepare a separating grounding receptacle with both polarities. Do not share multi-
purpose socket with other electrical appliances;

 Connect earth wire. Earth electrode of the socket must be equipped with a reliable
grounding wire.

 Remove all packing materials before using, including bottom seating washer and

 Do not invert, traverse, press and shake the refrigerator. When moving the
refrigerator, angle of inclination shall not be larger than 45°.

 When moving, do not make excessive pressure to the door or top cover, otherwise
deformation will occur.

 Slightly remove the refrigerator backward (less than 20°) to rear truckle roll a short
distance.

sunlight. In order to avoid rust or reduce insulation result, please do not place it at
damp and watered place.
Top space for the refrigerator shall not be less than 30cm. Distance against two sides

    shall not be less than 10cm, Distance against to the wall shall not exceed 75mm,
providing convenience to open and close the door and disperse the heat.
 Place the refrigerator on a flat and solid floor. (if it is not stable, you can regulate the
regulating legs)

 Place the refrigerator at a ventilative place, far away from heat source and direct

Make sure the power line is not pressed by the refrigerator or other articles.
Before connect the power line, make sure the voltage range of the refrigerator
accord with that of the power supply.

Suggestion: after working a time, the refrigerator will arrive store temperature or after
the first stop of the compressor, put food into it, which is beneficial to retain
freshness.

Note: if the set temperature is altered or new food is put in, temperature
inside the box will achieve the balance after a time, which is determined by
the temperature alteration degree, temperature of ambient environment,
opening frequency, quantity of the food inside and so on.

 Generally, temperature inside refrigerating chamber is below -18 . Food needing long-
term storage shall be put in refrigerating chamber.
 Quick-frozen food shall be put into the refrigerating chamber as soon as possible before
defreezing.
 Hot food should be put into refrigerating chamber after it cools down to room temperature.
 Fruit and vegetable should not be put into refrigerating chamber. In order to avoid freezing
and rupture, glass container with liquid should not be put into the refrigerating chamber.
 Quick-frozen food should be stored by category. Food in the same kind should be put into
together. Thus, energy conservation can be realized by reducing opening frequency.

Refrigerating chamber's drawer
It is for food needing freezing. A block of meat should be put into the drawer after being sliced
for convenience. When take out the food, pull our the drawer at first, then horizontally push
the tray above the drawer inward, and then take out the food under the drawer,

Note: close the drawer, after using the refrigerating chamber.









Door Right-Left ChangeDoor Right-Left Change
4 Reassemble the lower hinge axis: dismantle the original hinge axis and
assemble it at the graphic position.

5 Reassemble the upper hinges axis: dismantle the hinge axis and assemble
by rotating it from the other end of the screw hole.

6 Install the upper hinges fixed leg (on the left) at the right side.

7 Install the lower hinge at the right side of the refrigerator

8 Install the upper hinges into the relative axle holes on the right (upon the
 door) at first, then place the door on the lower hinges, press upper hinges
 into hinge fixed legs and fix the upper hinges at last.

Lower hinge

10 11

9 Install top-beam decoration, nut caps and hinge cover plates

Handle Installation

Final Reference

Step 1: Preassemble the components and fix to the door during general assembly.
Step 2: Install the slide plate into the mounting base of the handle.
Step 3: Fix the handle deco part on themounting base of the handle.
Step 4: Cover the handle deco part on the base fixed with screws.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 

Step 1: Remove the cover 1
Step 2: Remove the cover 2
Step 3: Remove the screw and uninstall the handle.

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3





Troubleshooting

Before overhaul, please read following content carefully

Phenomenon

Inoperation

Poor refrigeration

High noises

Foreign odor

Possible reasons and matters needing check

High temperature regulation
Too much food
Hot food
Frequent door operation (open and close) 
Incomplete door closing
Heat source nearby

Not charged with electricity or loose plugging
Excessively low voltage

Unsealed wrapping of odorous food
Sour food
Uncleanliness interior

Uneven floor and unsteady placement
Right placement of accessories

Non-failure phenomenon

If the situation still exist after checking all above matters, please
contact our company's After-sale Department.
The damaged power cord must be replaced by maintenance personnel
appointed by our company for the sake of safety.

Within the capillary tubes, refrigerant fluid flows very fast, sometimes carries few
air bubbles, which might cause irregular noises at the entrance. If the refrigerator
is under quick-refrigeration state, opening the refrigerating chamber will produce
sound of the wind, that is the sound of high-speed rotation of the fan.

When air humidity is relatively high, areas around the door may be damp and you
can clean it with a dry cloth.

Correct Disposal of this product

Correct Disposal of this product
This marking indicates that this product should not be
disposed with other household wastes throughout the EU. To
prevent possible harm to the environment or human health
from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to
promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To
return your used device, please use the return and collection
systems or contact the retailer where the product was
purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe
recycling.


